STATUS OF CUBAN MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS AS OF 22 NOVEMBER 1963

PART I: JOINT MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN SOVIET AND INDIAN DEFENSE

Moscow and Havana continued to be active in

an effort to maintain contact. The last contact was noted on 20 November. The last

trace of activity was observed on...

PART II: JOINT MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS WITHIN CUBA

Since 22 November 1963,

Soviet/Cuban communications activities have been noted. The first

attempt was made on the

link between

occasion, an activity noted...

and, whether there was any traffic for him. A conversation of appro-

priate contacts was initiated at the time

Later the same day an attempt against the same

was made. This time the link

Again the Soviets terminated the conversation without divulging any information.

On 15 November, an attempt was made

of the Soviet naval network in

Cuba. The station made a collective call, utilizing the

However, the attempt was abortive as

Because of the death of President KHAN was noted on the naval

net on 23 November. Several chatter messages were noted, which

asked for details of the assassination. The only details men-

tioned were that "Yesterday in Talinn he was shot by a sniper

with a large rifle (rifle) [?]... Normally wounded" [THIS READER

He died."

During the past week...

They take an interest...
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as first heard on 23 November. The activity was noted as late as 27 November, but no further reports were received.

PART II: 1962

The subscriber to the Radio Foreign Cuba (RFK)

continued to be active in the period October-December 1963. The station was last noted active on the

link between

and during the period of the report.

However, no explanation can be offered at this time for these periods of inactivity.

The Soviet Union's reporting groups continue to

the 2/3 (203-63) as

Los Angeles, revealed that some Soviet personal

personnel activated in Cuba about 20 December.

total number of

personnel active;

of the individual

communications in Cuba.

opponent at the time.

EXEMPT
SECRET KIMPQ

Also discussed was the arrival of aircraft from the Soviet Union, which arrived at Havana on 08 October. A small aeroplane arrived in Cuba on 11 October. In addition to

There are no Soviet/Russian installations near any of these locations.

Radio operators continue to make references to increased activity. It is possible significant that increased activity is due to the recent disturbances at the Cuban airbase. Radio operators have also discussed the second of October.

Radio intercepts have been reported by other sources during the past week. A brief intercept of an internal conversation occurred...

Radio intercepts have been reported by other sources during the past week. A brief intercept of an internal conversation occurred...

The duration of the latest intercepts has increased. The last in November has...

Recent intercepts have been reported for a period of approximately...

During the current month, there have been several interception reports. However, intercepts were not reported on...

PART II: CUBAN COMMUNICATIONS

Cuban link carriers...

On 14 November 1963, the terminal was operational. It has subsequently been active on...

Cuban link carriers...

Activity has consisted of communication carrier usage. Communication carrier usage and other, having been reported...

This link has proven to be of interest at...

PART III: CUBAN COMMUNICATIONS

The continuation of the selection by...
area has been observed in CENTRE of this reporting period. In addition to the reported efforts of the EXEMPT in participating in this operation, the deployment of troops to the area indicates an increased operational effort (2/EXEMPT 855-63 and 3/EXEMPT 133-63).

Several references to a operation utilizing the personnel efforts of the EXEMPT were indicated in messages from 01 November. This operation was affected.

In order to apprehend persons attempting to flee the country (2/EXEMPT 253-63).

There were also several messages about an operation in the area of EXEMPT Province. An insurgent force operating of three individuals was captured at EXEMPT Village in the Municipality of EXEMPT. The EXEMPT Force apparently utilized for this operation (2/EXEMPT 285-63, 3/EXEMPT 292-63).

Reference to a EXEMPT was observed in a written communication on 10 November. The Chief of EXEMPT ordered the Chief of the subordinate to publish the possibility of this next operation was part of a new organization and not the possibility orders that this is a reference to the latter references have not been observed in this particular area. Subsequent to the possibility of the EXEMPT (2/EXEMPT 301-63).

The EXEMPT field maneuvers conducted by elements of the Central Army during the period 25 to 30 November were and were witnessed by officials from Cuba. Invitations to observe these maneuvers were extended to officials or delegations of EXEMPT. The representation from MFA were also invited and were observers were to be at EXEMPT on 26 November. Thereafter, the observers for at least some phase of these maneuvers were to be held.

An interest of EXEMPT a presence in which the EXEMPT participated and information EXEMPT provided by the EXEMPT.
The location of the anti-Steife Organization was discovered.

There has been only one later-area movement noted in the period covered by this report. (EXEMPT subject/interest disclosed in file.)

A press conference was held today at the base. (EXEMPT) It was reported that the area would be considered safe.

The vice-active-in-custody situation during the week involved two members from the RAB ( REGO-63, RABO-63), one in the base and one in the exercise area. (EXEMPT) He was transported.

Name: EXEMPT (probably a

EXEMPT (RABO-63).}